Problem
Lighting in a detached garage / out-building is controlled by a switch in that location. The homeowner wants to be able to turn those lights on and off from a switch in the home.

The Usual Solution
Install a switch in the house and run wires from that switch to the Garage switch to implement 3-Way control. While functionally a solution that works the cost comes in the wire run that has to leave the home, run underground to the garage. The cost of installation is high due to the labor of running the control wires between the two buildings.

The SimpleWorx solution
The SimpleWorx solution uses two WSXR15 Wall switches. The first replaces the wall switch in the garage that controls the lighting. As the SWX wall switch is rated for 15A and is physically capable of being installed in the same single-gang box as the existing switch the replacement is easy.
The second WSXR15 Wall switch is installed in the house at a location desired by the homeowner. All the switch needs is connection to line, neutral, and ground.

Once the two switches are installed then they are linked using the SWX linking protocol – no software needed - and you are done! The cost of installation is low.
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